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FOR HYPERSURFACES OF Rn

KANGHUI GUO

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. Let M bean (n - 1 )-dimensional manifold in R" with constant

relative nullity. Using an estimate established in an earlier work of the author

(Canad. Math. Bull. 36 (1993), 64-73), we present a greatly simplified proof

of Miiller's result on the weak spectral synthesis property of M.

1. Introduction

Let S(R") be the space of Schwartz class functions and S'(R") be the dual

space of S(Rn). Let FL00^") = {T G S'(Rn), f G L°°}. For a compact

subset E of R" and a positive integers m satisfying m > n/2 + 1, denote

1(E) = {f G FLx(R"),f(E) = 0},

J(E) = {f€C0"(R"),f(E) = 0},

K(E) = {feC$°(R"),f(E) = 0}.

Obviously, K(E) c J(E) c 1(E) in FLX norm.

If K(E) = 1(E), then we say that E is of weak spectral synthesis.

If J(E) = 1(E), then we say that E is of m-spectral synthesis.

Roughly speaking, the weak spectral synthesis property is a suitable concept
for a C°° manifold, while the m-spectral synthesis property is a suitable con-
cept for a Cm manifold. There is another concept, the spectral synthesis, which

is a stronger property than the weak spectral synthesis. It can be proved that

for a plane curve E and m > 2, the above three spectral synthesis properties

are actually equivalent. We refer the interested reader to Domar's survey paper

[3] for more information on the spectral synthesis and weak spectral synthesis

and to [5] for the background of the m-spectral synthesis.
The C°° (or Cm) smoothness of E alone is not sufficient to imply the

weak spectral synthesis property (or m-spectral synthesis property), as Domar's

counterexample shows [4]. We need some curvature conditions.

Definition 1.1. Let B%~x be the open ball in Rn~x with radius à and center

at the origin, and let F = {(x, y/(x));x G B¡}~1} be a Cm   (m > n + 1)
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hypersurface of R" . If the Hessian matrix of \p, (d2y//dx¡dXj), has constant

rank n - 1 - v on Bnà~x, 0 < v < n - 1, then we say that F has constant

relative nullity v . A Cm (n - 1)-dimensional submanifold M of R" is said

to have constant relative nullity v if every localization F of M has constant
relative nullity v.

Note that a manifold with constant relative nullity 0 is just a manifold with

nonzero Gaussian curvature. For general n , the strongest result about the m-

spectral synthesis property had been obtained by Müller [9, Theorem 2.2], who,
in our context, proved

Müller's result. Let M be a Cm   (n - l)-dimensional manifold of Rn ,  m >

2n + 2, with constant relative nullity v,  1 < v < n - 1. If E is a compact

subset of M with the restricted cone property (see Definition 2.2), then E is of
m-spectral synthesis.

To prove his result, Müller used Domar's ideas in [2] and [3], which makes

the assumption m > 2« + 2 imperative. However, Domar's result in [1] for the

case n = 2 indicates that the smoothness degree of the manifold M should be
close to the space dimension n for large n .

Surprisingly enough, we find that an estimate obtained in the proof of Theo-

rem 3 in [6] enables us to present a greatly simplified proof of Müller's result and

at the same time to improve his result by reducing the smoothness assumption
on the manifold M. The following is the main result of this note.

Theorem 1. Let M bea Cm (n-l)-dimensional manifold of R" with m > n+5

and with constant relative nullity v, I <v < n — 1. If E is a compact subset

of M with the restricted cone property, then E is of m-spectral synthesis.

2. Notation and lemmas

Let us first recall the following definitions (see [2] or [9]).

Definition 2.1. A compact subset G of Rk is said to have the restricted cone

property at a point yo G Rk if there exists a neighborhood V0 of yo and a cone

K = {y e Rk : (1-a)\\y\\< y .yx<o}, where 0 < a < 1, yx e Rk , \\yi\\ = 1,
such that GnVo-K cF .

Definition 2.2. A compact subset E of M is said to have the restricted cone

property if for every m G M and every sufficiently small neighborhood V of

M in Rk the orthogonal projection of E n V to the tangent plane at m has
the restricted cone property at m.

Definition 2.3. Let x = (xx, x2, ... , x¡, ... , x„_x) g i?' x R"-x-¡. For a func-
tion y/(x), denote by (Hy/)¡ the matrix

/   d2ip d2\p   \

dxxdxx dxxdxx

d2ip d2ip

V dx¡dxx     '"     dxidxi I

Note that (Htp)n-X is just the Hessian matrix of \p.
The proof of the following lemma is an easy exercise in linear algebra.
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Lemma 2.1. Let y/(x) be as in Definition 1.1 and let

bh(x,y) = (>p(x- hy) - y/(x))/h,       (x,y)eRn~xx R"'1,

where h is a small positive real number. Then there is a small S' such that

(1) If (Hy/)n-i has constant rank k in B¿~x, then (Hbn)2(n-X) has constant

rank 2k in Bnfl x Bnfx.

(2) If the determinant of (H\p)k is away from zero for all x G 5¿_1, then the

determinant of (Hbh)2k is away from zero for all (x, y) e B^~x x 2?£,_1 and all

small h, where we arrange (x, y) as (xx, x2, ..., Xk, yi, y2, ... , yk, Xk+X,

..., xn-X, yk+x,..., yn-i)■

Let u = (ux, «2, ... , uk,... , Up) G RP and let G = {(u, b(u)), u G B%} ,

where b(u) is a C^/21"1"5 real-valued function on Bps such that the Hessian ma-

trix of b has constant rank k. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

the determinant of (Hb)k is away from zero on Bp5 . Let a(u) G CqP'21+3(5|)

and let sx G Rk,  s2 G RP~k, and  C € R.   Also let ux = (ux,...,uk),

"2 = ("/t+i, ■•• , Up)-

The proof of the following lemma needs only minor modification of the proof

for Theorem 3 in [6]. For completeness, we give the proof here.

Lemma 2.2. Let the manifold G be as above and let S G S'(RP+X) be given by
the formula

(S,f)= [ f(u,b(u))a(u)du

so that suppS c G and

S(s1,s2,Ç) = C [ e-^^^u{^'b^^a(u\u2)duxdu2.
Jb¡

Then, we have

\S(sx ,s2,C)\<C(l + \sx\ + |C|)-*/2(l + \(s2 - t(sx, Q\)-((P-W+»,

where t(sx, £) is a measurable function of (sx, Ç) taking values in Rp~k .

To prove Lemma 2.2, we need

Hartman's Lemma ([7]; cf. [9, Lemma 5.2]). Let M be a C[p/'2'+5  p-dimen-

sional submanifold of Rp+X  with constant relative nullity p - k, 0 < k < p.

Then for each mo G M, there exists a bijective affine-linear transform xma of

Rp+X such that at xmo(mo) the manifold MT = xmo(M) has a chart (X, Q)

with the following properties:

(i) Q = Bks x Bps~k , where ô is a small positive number.

(ii) For v = (v', v") G Q, X(v) G Rp+X = Rk x RP~k x R such that

X(v', v") = (a(v') ■ v" + b(v'), v", c(v') ■ v" + d(v')),

where a is a smooth matrix-valued function,  b, c are smooth vector-valued

functions, and d is a smooth scalar function.
(iii) For each v0 g Bks, the space of vectors normal to Mx at a point m! G

M' = {X(v0, v") : v" G Bpfk} is independent of m'.
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(iv) Let Y(v', v") = (a(v') • v" + b(v'), v"). Then Y is a C^2^5 diffeo-

morphismfrom Q = Bks x BP~k onto Y(ii) with Y(0,v") = (0,v"). Let

x = (x', x") G Hfl). Then x" = v".
(v) If we define y/(x) g C^/2]+5(r(Q)) by tp o Y(v', v") = c(v') • v" + d(v'),

then V\p(0,x") = 0 for all x" G Bv& , and D2y/(0, 0) is a diagonal ma-

trix with real entries such that (D2y/(0, 0))•■,,■ = k¡ ^ 0 for i = 1, ... ,k,
(D2y/(0, 0)),,, = 0 for i = k + I, ... , p. And there exists Sx > 0 such that

deX[(d2y/dxidXj)\ii'tjfZk] >ôx>0 for all (x1, x") G Q.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. By taking ô smaller if necessary and by a bijective affine-

linear transform of Rp+X, we may assume that G has the form (X, Q) with

the properties stated in Hartman's lemma. Also we may assume that

the density function a(u) = A(v', v") has the property that A(v', v") e

C^l2]+\Bk x Bp-k). For (sx, Ç, s2) e Rk x R x Rp~k = Rp+X, we have

S(SX    S2    Ç) =   ( (    e-isl-(°(v')-v"+b(v'))H(c(v')-v"+d(v'))+s2'v"]

(i)      '       v*^
• A(v',v")dv'dv".

For each s° = (sx, Q/\(sx, Ç)| G Sk , the unit sphere in Rk+X, denote

&o,„»(«') = 5° • (fl(v') • v" + b(v'), c(v') • v" + d(v')).

Then (iii) of Hartman's lemma implies that the set {v' e B\^x~v, Vg,,otV» (v1) =

0} is independent of v". Also from (v) of Hartman's lemma, we see that for

each v" g Bp&~k , the k-dimensional submanifold G> = {(a(v') • v" + b(v'),

c(v') • v" + d(v')), v' g Bks} is C&W+5 smooth and the Gaussian curvature

kvii(v') of Gv» is away from zero, uniformly for (v', v") G Q. It follows that

for ô small, we may assume that there exists e > 0 such that for each s° € Sk ,

either

(2) |V&o,„»»(«')! > e   uniformly for (v1, v") G B$ x Bp'k

or there exist one and only one v'Q G Bk¿ such that

(3) V&o,„»K) = 0,

where v0 is independent of v" G Bp~k and is uniquely determined by s° and

hence by (sx, Ç).
For case (2), integration by parts [k/2] + 1 times for v', then [(p - k)/2] + 2

times for v" yields our Lemma 2.2. So it remains to consider case (3). Here

the idea is to use the stationary phase method. Let

I(Sl    Ç    V")=   [    e-'lsK(a(v')-v"+b(v'))H(c{v')-v"+d(v'))]A,vi    v») ¿¡v',

Then as \sx | + |f | - oo, I(sx, C, v") = P(sx, Ç, v") + E(sx, Ç, v"), where P

is the principal term of / and E is the error term. Let

P(sx ,Ç,s2)= [     P(sl, C, v")e-is2-v" dv",
■V*

E(sx ,Ç,s2)= f     E(sx, C, v")e-is2-v" dv".
Jbp-*
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The formula for P(sx, Ç, v") is well known (cf. [8, p. 331]). As \sx \ + \C\ —► 00,
P(sx,Ç,v") is

C(v'0,v")A(vlo,v")\K''(v'o)\-'12

^   ' . e-i[sl'(a(v¡>)-v"+b(vl¡))+t;(c(vl¡)-v"+d(vU)]Qsl\ + |£|)-*/2 >

where C(v0, v") is a constant, uniformly bounded for all v'0 e Bks and v" e

BP~k . Thus

(5)

p(sl,ç,s2) = c(\sl\ + \t;\)-k'2

.   /"       ^-/[í1 •(a(v'0Yv,'+b(v'a))+r(c(v'üYv''+d(v'c¡))+S1-v'')Blv^ ^ „//•» dytt ^

where v0 isa C^/2]+4 smooth function of 5°, B(v0,v") isa C^2^4 smooth
function of (v0, v").

For small \sx\ + \Q , from the definition of P(sx, Ç, v") and P(sx, C, s2),

it is easy to see

(6) \P(sl, C, s2)\ < C(l + |^|)-(0-fc)/2+i).

Hence from (5) and (6), we have

(7) \P(sx, C,s2)\ < C(l + \sl\ + \C\rk/2(l + \(s2 - t(sl, r))\)-((p-k)/M),

where t(sx, Q is a measurable function of (sx, Ç), taking values in Rp~k .

Moreover a detailed calculation in the stationary phase method yields

(8) \E(sl, Ç,s2)\ < C(l + \sx\ + |C|)-(fc/2+1)(l + \(s2 - t(sl, Q)\)-((P-kV2+x).

Note that in (4), (6), (7), and (8), we used the smoothness assumption of the

manifold G. From (7) and (8), we have

(9) \S(sx, s2, C)| < C(l + Is11 + |Cir*/2(l + \(s2 - t(sl, 0)|)-(C-*)/2+i).

The proof of Lemma 2.2 is complete.
Let F be as in Definition 1.1 and let T G FL°°(Rn) such that supp T cF

and T vanishes on J(F). Notice that if / G C¡¡+x(Rn), then / G Lx(Rn). So

the pair (T, f) makes sense. Following Domar, we now construct a family of

good measures {Tn} on F for all small positive h as follows. Let

n:Rn ->R"-X    given by (x, z) -> x,

ß:B%-x->R"   given by jc -» (x, ip(x)).

We first define a distribution I G S'(R"-X) by

(L,g) = (T,gon)forg£S(Rn-x).

This makes sense since supp(T) is compact. From the construction of E, it

is obvious that supp(X) c B^~x. It follows that we can find y(x) G C0X'(B^~X)

such that I = yX. Let q)(x) G C0X(B¡~1) and ¡R„.t<j)(x)dx = 1. Denote

</>h(x) = <j>(x/h)h"-x and fax) = 4h(-x).
For / G Q+2(B»), we let fß(x) = foß(x) = f(x, y(x)) for x e B¡ .
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Now we define Th e S'(Rn) for 0 < h < ±dist(<9t/, supp(Z)) by

(Th, f) = (L *</>„,/o ß)   for / G S(R").

an-Since supp I * q\h c Bns  ' for all small h , it is easy to check that Tn is well

defined and Th is a mass measure on F with a C™   (F) density function.

3. Proof of Theorem 1

Proof of Theorem 1. Let T and Th be as in §2. Following a standard localiza-

tion argument (see [1, p. 31]) and the definition of the restricted cone property,
it is easy to see that Theorem 1 will be proved if we can show the inequality

(10) IITaNoo < CII^Hoo

where C is independent of all small h .
For (ij,t)e Rn~x x R and (x, x„) G Rn~x xR,leX X(x, x„) = «'d***-«*).

Then from the construction of Tn , we have

Th(ri,() = {Th,X) = (yI,,Xoß*<ph)

= (T, yeii^e-i^x\Xoß)*<j)h).

Here in the last identity, we used the definition of S and the assumption that

T vanishes on J(F) and <// is Cn+5 smooth. It follows that

fh(n, Í) = It, eiix"y(x)e~i^x) [     ei{{"'x-y)+i,l/{x-y))(j)n(y)dy
\ Jr-i i

= It, eiix"y(x)e-ii>l/{x) f     ei^'x-hy)Hv{x-hy))(j)(y)dy\

= /f   ei((l,x)Hxnytxye-iiv(x)   I       ei({ti,-hy)+iy(x-hy))ir\(j

= (T, <?''«"• x)+ix"gn,dx)) = c/t, eii{"'x)+ix- (     eiw'xgtlti(w)dw\

= c/t, f     e^i+w-x^+ix"gnt((w)dw\

= C f     f(n + w,¿l)gt,!Í(w)dw
Jr"-¡

where g„ { n(x) = y(x)e-**W /R„_, e^i'-hy^^x-hy^<p(y)dy.

So

gr,,n,h(w) = [      í     ei{w'x+hi-y+ht^{x-hy)-¥{x)')/h](p(y)y(x)dydx.
Jrk-í Jr"-¡

Denote u = (x, y) = (xx,... ,x„-\-v,y\,..., yn-\-v, x„-v,... ,xn-i,

yn-v,... ,y„-x), wx = (wx,... ,wn-x-v), w2 = («;„_„,... , w„_i), nx =

(nx, ... , nn_x_u), n2 = (r/„_„, ... , nn_x). Then Lemma 2.1 enables us to

apply Lemma 2.2 with p = 2(n - 1), k = 2(n - 1 - u), sx = (wx, hnx),
s2 = (w2, hn2), and C = h£ to obtain

\gn.(.h(w)\ < C(l + \wx\ + \hnx\ + |Ä^|)-(»-i—)

•(l + \(w2,hr,2)-t(sl,hi)\r{v+l)

where C is independent of n, Ç, w , and h .
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We want to show that

(12) |^>{)ft(w)|<C(l + ^|)-d-->(Äj

•(l + \(w2,hn2)-t(sx,hc;)\r{,/+l]-

Let

'W(x-hy)-y/(x)
M = 2 max ÍMJ ; (x,y)£Bns-xxBns~x, all small h

If \wx\<M(l+\hÇ\), then (11) gives (12) immediately. For lu;1! > Ml\+\hÇ\),
we denote

«aw.í.AÍ*.^)

= Dml
n Ai w   -x \ h n   .vi A {  f y(*-M-y(-*h-»

MvMx)

where ö„,i is the derivative operator in the direction wx.

Then it is easy to see that aw¿th(x,y) G Cq+2(B%~1 x B¿~1) such that

\\<*w,i,h('> •)llc»+2(B"-'xfi"-1) - K ' ^ independent of it;, £,, and A.

Now by integration by parts for the variable xx = (xx, ... , jc„_i_„) in the

direction wx, we get

Since Ik;1!-1 < (wx/(l + \Ç\))~X, we see that (12) follows from Lemma 2.2
again with the function a there replaced by aWti,n here. Note that for \w\ < 1,

\gri,(,h(w)\ < C, uniformly for r\, £, and h . It follows from (12) that

/ /   \gn,iih(wl,w2)\dw2dwx <C

with C independent of n, Ç, and h and hence inequality (10) holds. This

proves Theorem 1.
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